English Writing: Pedagogy
At Emmaus, we want children to be able to express themselves and communicate their ideas clearly.
We want them to acquire a wide vocabulary and an understanding of how grammatical structures
contribute to meaning. Our writing is planned around a shared text, based on the expertise of the
Centre of Literacy in Primary Education’s ‘Power of Reading’ programme (CLPE 2021). Power of
Reading uses quality children’s literature at the heart of the writing curriculum, allowing a shared text
to act as a stimulus for children’s writing.

Our Writing Sequence
Writing lessons follow a sequence that helps children to order their thinking and their writing. Each
lesson builds on previous learning to work towards an independent write at the end of each unit. This
allows children to develop their knowledge and skills over time. Greater depth objectives are planned
for children who have a secure understanding of the content taught. At Emmaus, we use the language
of ‘Acquire’ and ‘Apply’ to identify learning at greater depth. Our writing lessons are taught using the
following sequence:
-

-

-

-

-

Discover: Children encounter the text or stimulus related to the text. For example, ‘Leon and
the Place Between’ takes place in a circus tent. The Discover lesson may include part of the
text and some circus music to help the child to ‘inhabit the world of the text’ (Corbett 2012).
Vocab: The focus of this lesson is on building high-quality vocabulary that links to the text the
children are reading about and are going to write about. Discussions in this lesson may focus
on the use of vocabulary to create different shades of meaning.
Example: This lesson uses a high-quality example of the same text type that the children will
be writing. This shows how the vocabulary the children are developing can be used in practise.
For example: when reading ‘Storm’ by Kevin Crossley-Holland, children write a description of
a marsh (the setting of the story). To see this in practise, the children read an age-appropriate
extract of a marsh description from ‘Where the Crawdads Sing’ by Delia Owens.
Getting Set: A planning lesson, where children can record all they have learned so far in one
place.
Toolkit 1: A lesson with a grammatical focus that relates to the text type the children will write
(see below for more detail about how spelling, punctuation and grammar are taught).
Toolkit 2: A lesson with a second grammatical focus.
Put into Practise: Children write independently, using their previous vocabulary and grammar
lessons in their writing.
Edit and Check: Children have individual or small group feedback on which to act. We use
purple pens for editing, so that it is clear where children have made changes to their work.
They then check their work for basic punctuation and spelling errors.
Publish: Children have the opportunity to create a neat version of their work for a specific
purpose. This could be handwritten, typed or recorded.

Teaching Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar
Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar (SPG) is taught explicitly during our ‘Toolkit’ lessons and discretely
where appropriate. Our lessons are taught in line with National Curriculum expectations and are
underpinned by principles outlined by Debra Myhill et al (2013, p. 105):









“Grammatical metalanguage is used, but it is always explained through examples and
patterns;
Links are always made between the feature introduced and how it might enhance the writing
being tackled;
Discussion is fundamental in encouraging critical conversations about language and effects;
The use of ‘creative imitation’ offers model patterns for students to play with and then use in
their own writing;
The use of authentic examples from authentic texts links writers to the broader community of
writers;
Activities should support students in making choices and being designers of writing;
Language play, experimentation, risk-taking and games should be actively encouraged.”
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